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For more information and pricing on our Visual Communications offering
Just ask Antalis.
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As a company, Antalis is about much more than paper. Antalis is
the complete solutions and consumables supplier for any visual
and graphic communication requirement.

Antalis is the leading supplier to the South African graphic and communication industry, housing
a comprehensive range of equipment and consumables from suppliers all over the world.
Our Print Sector is acknowledged as one of the market leaders in the paper industry, supplying
a wide range of FSC™ certified coated and uncoated paper and board, speciality papers and
creative papers for all corporate communications. The Office Sector supplies an easy to use,
easy to choose range of office papers to the office market in South Africa.
When it comes to visual communications Antalis is a leading supplier to the Signage and
Display industry. We offer tehnology, equipment, consumables and a great selection of WFP
substrates from major brands.
Antalis has established a network of branches and modern warehouses all over South Africa,
as well as an export division which services the entire African continent. Our services and
solutions now include a range of packaging as well as logistic solutions for warehousing and
storage. This extensive coverage ensures that we are able to offer our clients the most efficient,
top quality service within the shortest possible response times.
Antalis provides an integrated solutions offering. For further information please visit our website
www.antalis.co.za
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EFI

Let EFI® be your guide to advanced digital printing capability and
profitability
EFI has played an instrumental role in leading the analogue to digital revolution with its digital inkjet technology. From the introduction of the first
wide-format airbrush printer to the latest developments in wide and super-wide UV digital inkjet technology, EFI constantly expands the high-margin
opportunities of digital printing. Today, our integrated systems yield a quick return on investment by helping your business reach new levels of
competitiveness, profitability and growth.
The power of green LED technology
Becoming a greener, more profitable business is the sum of many factors, including your printers, inks, consumables, energy consumption, water
usage and waste. You also need a solution that helps your business expand into more short-run applications across many substrates, and lower
your printer’s total cost of ownership by increasing your productivity and operational efficiency. EFI LED UV technology can do all this and more.
Brilliantly designed ‘cool cure’ LED technology empowers you with the ability to do more for less. Increase your profit opportunity by offering more
premium-margin jobs while reducing operating costs and your environmental footprint. EFI’s VUTEk LED printers show energy reductions of up to
82% when compared to devices with conventional mercury arc lamps. Calculations are from Fogra’s Energy Efficiency Project, ‘Energy efficiency
of large and small format printing systems’.
The ultimate printing innovation
EFI’s UltraDrop™ Technology offers smaller drop sizes and more precise control, resulting in impressive ultra quality, ultra crispness and ultra capabilities.
Impressive and flexible ink performance
EFI VUTEk GSLXr 3M™ SuperFlex UV Ink not only offers an extended colour range and ensures maximum reliability and performance with your VUTEk
system, but also delivers super flexibility for fleet and vehicle graphics, outdoor applications and more. The 3M™ MCS™ Warranty backs graphics
printed with 3M™ co-branded ink and select 3M™ flexible media, printed and applied according to 3M™ product and instruction bulletins.
Ready to increase your capabilities into high-margin applications that drive more revenue?
Then explore all the ways EFI delivers superior image quality, system performance, colour management, reliability and durability.

Introducing the cost-effective
entry level EFI H1625 LED

FEATURES
1.6m wide hybrid LED UV inkjet printer offers superior image quality, low total cost, and
access to widest range of rigid and flexible substrates at production speeds.
Affordably priced and ideal for premium rigid and soft-signage applications.
Eight-level variable drop greyscale technology for quality images, durable prints, and
optimised ink usage.
Environmentally friendly printer producing minimal VOC levels compared to solvent
based printers and less heat than latex, reducing energy costs.

EFI H1625 LED
Lowest total cost of ownership, superior
image quality, and adhesion to the greatest
range of substrates
For point-of-purchase, signage, banner and graphics printing, in-house shops, and
commercial printing requiring a printer capable of producing high quality images
across the widest variety of substrates in widths up to 1.6 metres. The H1625 LED
provides the lowest acquisition cost in its category, 8-level variable drop greyscale
heads for superior quality images, optimised ink usage, and LED UV cured inks for
access to the greatest range of substrates when compared to solvent and latex printing
technologies, giving owners the lowest total cost of ownership (TCO), greatest gross
margin opportunity, largest addressable market and highest consumer satisfaction.

Practical alternative for arc lamp UV, eco-solvent and latex printers to drive expansion
and profitability.

APPLICATIONS
Banners and signage
Point-of-purchase
Graphic printing
Print high quality images up to 1.6m width
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FEATURES
Four-colour plus white for spot colour and under- and overprinting.
Up to 42.27m²/hr.
Up to 1200 x 600 dpi.
Handles flexible and rigid substrates up to 165cm wide and 4.572cm thick. Image
width 162.56cm.
Greyscale print heads produce exceptional image quality, saturated colours and
smooth colour gradations by utilising eight-level variable drop greyscale in drop sizes
from 6 pL drops for fine detail to 42 pL drops.

APPLICATIONS
Banners
Display graphics
Exhibition graphics
Flags
Indoor and outdoor signage

EFI H652
Speed, image quality and affordability in one
package
The EFI® H652 UV hybrid printer delivers near-photographic image quality. It’s the
perfect choice if you are an entry-level to mid-range quick print, graphic arts, production
or print shop, where image quality and speed are critical to meet your customers’
demands. With its low operating costs, CMYK plus white ink and true variable drop
greyscale print capability, you can pay for the printer by printing just a few hours a day.
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Industrial-membrane switch, packaging
Posters
Point-of-purchase advertising

FEATURES
Four-colour, eight-level variable drop greyscale print capability.
Up to 87m²/hr.
Up to 1200 x 600 dpi.
Handles flexible substrates up to 3.2m wide and up to 1mm thick.
Optimises ink usage with true eight-level variable drop head technology.
Lowers your cost per print with the ability to print on low cost substrates.
UV inks emit low VOCs, minimise energy usage, and generate little heat, so you can
offer a greener print solution.
Exceptional image quality, saturated colours and smooth colour gradations by utilising
eight-level variable drop greyscale in drop sizes from 6 pL drops for fine detail to
42 pL drops.
Flexible EFI 3M™ Premium UV Ink that increases application range and enables
printing on a wider range of substrates.

EFI R3225
Increase your profit potential with stunning
image quality on more substrates

APPLICATIONS
Display graphics
Exhibition graphics
Indoor and outdoor signage
Posters
Point-of-purchase advertising

The EFI® R3225 3.2m, roll-to-roll UV printer delivers near-photographic image quality at
production-level speeds. It is the ideal solution for a production environment, franchise
shop or commercial printer that wants to capture premium signage applications or
needs extra capacity for speciality and overflow jobs. It prints on a wide range of
flexible and low cost substrates, while using less ink and energy for a low total cost of
ownership that helps increase your profit potential.
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FEATURES
True variable drop greyscale head technology: 0-36 pL drop sizes.
Six-colour plus white and three-layer capability all in-line.
Production-level printing.
Handles rigid, sheet and flexible media up to 2m wide and up to 5.08cm thick.
Optimised ink usage for a lower cost per print with greyscale technology.
Includes the Fiery proServer.
Integration-ready with native JDF connectivity to EFI Web-to-Print and MIS/ERP
solutions.

APPLICATIONS
Commercial graphics
Banners
Exhibits
Bus shelters

EFI VUTEk QS2 Pro
POP image quality in a faster VUTEk
production engine
The EFI® VUTEk® QS2 Pro is a robust, two-metre, production-level UV printer that offers
everything you need to increase customer satisfaction and grow your business. This
competitively priced workhorse combines greyscale print quality, colour accuracy and
consistency with VUTEk production speeds and much more. Fine art and POP image
quality is delivered through six-colour plus white, true greyscale print head technology,
and with higher ink yield for a lower total cost of ownership.
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Fine art
Point-of-purchase advertising
Signs
White applications

FEATURES
True variable drop greyscale head technology: 0-36 pL drop sizes.
Six-colour plus white and three-layer capability all in-line.
Production-level printing.
Handles rigid, sheet and flexible media up to 3.2m wide and up to 5.08cm thick.
Optimised ink usage for a lower cost per print with greyscale technology.
Includes the Fiery proServer.
Integration-ready with native JDF connectivity to EFI Web-to-Print and MIS/ERP
solutions.

APPLICATIONS
Commercial graphics
Banners
Exhibits
Bus shelters

EFI VUTEk QS3 Pro

Fine art
Point-of-purchase advertising
Signs

When high-end image quality means
everything to your bottom line

White applications

Go ‘Pro’ with high image quality, production speeds and lower ink costs with the EFI®
VUTEk® QS3 Pro inkjet printer. This printer combines true variable drop greyscale
printing, colour accuracy and consistency with VUTEk production speeds, so you
can produce high-end, premium-priced POP jobs while improving your customer
satisfaction. When quality is everything, count on the VUTEk QS3 Pro to improve your
image and your bottom line fast.
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FEATURES
Dual resolution of true 600 dpi (24 pL) or true 1000 dpi (12 pL) for superior
graphics that set you ahead of your competition.
Eight-colour plus white and Fast-5™ (four-colour plus white) switchable capabilities.
Delivers in-line, three-layer white printing capability, allowing a whole new range of
applications and profits.
Speeds up to 186m² or 45-1.2m x 2.4m boards per hour.
Prints on rigid and flexible substrates up to 5.08cm thick and 2m wide.
Supports a greater range of substrates.
Drives down operating costs with less energy consumption and lower hard costs.
Includes the Fiery proServer.
Integration-ready with native JDF connectivity to EFI Web-to-Print and MIS/ERP
solutions.

APPLICATIONS
Exhibition graphics

EFI VUTEk GS2000
High productivity and photorealistic quality

Day/night backlits
Photographic reproductions
Point-of-purchase advertising
Signage
Banners

The EFI® VUTEk® GS2000 is a UV-curing printer that combines photorealistic quality
with high production speeds, making it ideal for print shops with tight deadlines and
customers who demand the highest image quality. It prints on a wide range of rigid and
roll-to-roll materials, replacing multiple lower-productivity printers so you can be more
profitable and productive.
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Posters
Commercial graphics

■■

Leave
a greener
footprint
with EFI™
UV inkjet
solutions.

FEATURES
Dual resolution of true 600 dpi or true 1000 dpi for superior graphics that set you
ahead of your competition.
Eight-colour plus white and Fast-5™ (four-colour plus white) switchable capabilities.
Delivers in-line, three-layer white printing capability, allowing a whole new range of
applications and profits.
Speeds up to 186m² or 45-1.2m x 2.4m boards per hour.
Prints on rigid and flexible substrates up to 5.08cm thick and 2m wide.
Supports a greater range of substrates.
Drives down operating costs with less energy consumption and lower hard costs.
Includes the Fiery proServer.
Integration-ready with native JDF connectivity to EFI Web-to-Print and MIS/ERP
solutions.

APPLICATIONS
Exhibition graphics

EFI VUTEk GS2000LX

Day/night backlits
Photographic reproductions
Point-of-purchase advertising

Print more applications on more substrates

Signage
Banners

The EFI® VUTEk® GS2000LX LED printer helps you offer more applications with the
ability to print on thinner and speciality substrates. With no VOCs, less consumables
and waste, less energy consumption, and the ability to print on environmentally friendly
materials, you can easily satisfy customer requests for a greener printing solution.

Posters
Commercial graphics

EFI’s VUTEk LED printers show energy reductions of up to 82% when compared
to devices with conventional mercury arc lamps. Calculations from Fogra’s Energy
Efficiency Project, ‘Energy efficiency of large and small format printing systems’.
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FEATURES
Eight-colour plus white switchable to Fast-5™.
Up to 223m² or 44-1.2m x 2.4m boards per hour.
Add Continuous Board capability to drive productivity up to 60-1.2m x 2.4m boards per
hour.
Dual resolution: 600 dpi (24 pL) or 1000 dpi (12 pL) selectable.
Prints on rigid and flexible substrates up to 5.08cm thick and 3.2m wide.
Includes the Fiery proServer.
Integration-ready with native JDF connectivity to EFI Web-to-Print and MIS/ERP
solutions.

APPLICATIONS
Exhibition graphics
Display graphics
Commercial graphics

EFI VUTEk GS3250
Super-wide productivity and photorealistic
quality without compromise
The EFI® VUTEk® GS3250 flatbed and roll-to-roll UV printer revolutionises super-wide
format printing by delivering the powerful combination of superior photorealistic quality
and high productivity you need to grow your business and differentiate yourself from
the competition.
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Indoor and outdoor signage
Banners
Posters
Point-of-purchase advertising

Leave
a greener
footprint
with EFI™
UV inkjet
solutions.

FEATURES
Eight-colour plus white switchable to Fast-5™.
Delivers high-definition POP graphics with true 1000 dpi and multi-layer white ink
printing.
Takes on more jobs and turns them around faster with Continuous Board printing up to 60-1.2m x 2.4m boards per hour.
Handles flexible or rigid substrates up to 3.2m wide and up to 5.08cm thick.
Supports a greater range of substrates.
Drives down operating costs with less energy consumption and lower hard costs.
Includes the Fiery proServer.
Integration-ready with native JDF connectivity to EFI Web-to-Print and MIS/ERP
solutions.

APPLICATIONS
Exhibition graphics
Day/night backlits

EFI VUTEk GS3250LX
More substrates and lower costs with a
production-level LED UV printer

Photographic reproductions
Point-of-purchase advertising
Signage
Banners
Posters
Commercial graphics

The innovative ink curing technology of the EFI® VUTEk® GS3250LX LED UV-curing
hybrid printer extends the range of supported substrates while lowering operating costs.
Eight-colour plus unique multi-layer white print capability will allow you to take on new
applications. With its production-level speeds and Continuous Board functionality, you’ll
produce jobs faster and more efficiently at reduced cost, while handling more applications.
No VOCs, less consumables and waste, less energy consumption, and the ability to
print on recycled and other materials without warping or head strikes, makes it the
greener printing solution your customers demand.
EFI’s VUTEk LED printers show energy reductions of up to 82% when compared
to devices with conventional mercury arc lamps. Calculations from Fogra’s Energy
Efficiency Project, ‘Energy efficiency of large and small format printing systems’.
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FEATURES
Produce fleet and vehicle graphics at 1200 square feet per hour in 600 dpi,
greyscale and heavy smoothing mode.
Print on a range of flexible substrates with fewer process steps.
Produce high-margin, closely viewed graphics with six colours and true variable-drop
greyscale print capability.
Receive audit information on every print job with bidirectional communication
between the Fiery® XF RIP and VUTEk system.
Integrate your VUTEk system with native JDF connectivity to EFI Web-to-Print and
MIS/ERP solutions.
Get better results with EFI VUTEk GSLXr 3M™ SuperFlex UV Ink that exhibits solventlike elongation characteristics and withstands heat installation without cracking.
Warrant printed output with the 3M™ MCS™ Warranty when using co-branded EFI
and 3M™ UV inks that are printing on 3M™ flexible media (coming soon).
Offer an extended colour range, and ensure maximum reliability and performance with
your VUTEk system.

EFI VUTEk GS3250LXr Pro
SuperFlex your business with LED roll-to-roll
printing
With the powerful combination of VUTEk GS series high image quality, LED technology
and the EFI® VUTEk® GSLXr 3M™ SuperFlex UV Ink, the EFI VUTEk GS3250LXr Pro LED
roll-to-roll printer meets specific requirements for the production of fleet and vehicle
graphics. Images produced on the VUTEk GS3250LXr Pro do not need precoating and
can withstand stretching and pre- and post-heating without cracking, even on rivets and
convex curves. Plus, this ‘greener’ print solution can reduce operating costs with less
power consumption and lower hard costs.
EFI’s VUTEk LED printers show energy reductions of up to 82% when compared
to devices with conventional mercury arc lamps. Calculations from Fogra’s Energy
Efficiency Project, ‘Energy efficiency of large and small format printing systems’.
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BENEFITS
Increase up-time and productivity with instant on/off and less maintenance.
Drive down operating costs with decreased power consumption and lower hard costs.
Extend the range of supported substrates with innovative ink-curing technology.
Reduce waste with consistent colour output and simple operation.
Satisfy customer requests for a greener print solution.

FEATURES
High-volume, closely viewed applications with high-quality output at up to 111m²/hr.
Dual resolution of true 600 dpi or true 1000 dpi allows you to stay ahead in any
application.
Outdoor output, such as commercial graphics, billboards and banners, at up to 167m²/hr.
Flexible EFI VUTEk GSr 3M™ Premium UV Ink that increases application range and
enables printing on a wider range of substrates.
Multi-queue functionality to run multiple jobs at once, available right at the user interface.
Automated double-sided printing capability for simple and accurate registration.
Includes Fiery proServer.
Integration-ready with native JDF connectivity to EFI Web-to-Print and MIS/ERP solutions.

APPLICATIONS
Indoor and outdoor signage
Point-of-purchase advertising
Fleet graphics

EFI VUTEk GS3250r
The print quality of wide format, the speed
of super-wide and the economics that only
comes from EFI digital UV
The 3.2m EFI® VUTEk® GS3250r UV roll-to-roll printer allows you to expand into highmargin, closely viewed applications across a wider range of substrates. It replaces older
super-wide solvent or wide-format printers with true 1000 dpi print capability, increased
production speeds, and lower costs on a wider range of substrates and applications.

Exhibition graphics
Backlit displays
Billboards
Display graphics
Posters
Bus shelters
Long-term outdoor graphics
Wallpaper
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FEATURES and benefits
Eight-colour plus white switchable to Fast-4™.
Comes with true greyscale technology and up to eight colours, including three-layer
white print capability.
True variable drop greyscale head technology: 0- 36 pL drop sizes.
Add Continuous Board capability and drive productivity up to 55 - 4’ x 8’ (1.2m x
2.4m) boards per hour.
Dual resolution: 600 dpi (24 pL) or 1000 dpi (12 pL) selectable.
High Definition Print (HDP).
Designed to complement continuous shifts and 24-hour production capability.
24/7 technical support.

Photorealistic Image Quality
Combine eight-colour and Fast-4™ capabilities in one printer with white for
photorealistic quality at production speeds.

EFI VUTEk GS3250 Pro-TF
Direct digital UV imaging for deep draw
thermoforming
Produce custom thermoforming applications faster and more efficiently by imaging
direct to substrate with the EFI® VUTEk® GS3250 Pro-TF digital inkjet printer. The
unique combination of the EFI VUTEk GS Pro hybrid platform’s imaging and production
capabilities and a new high-elongation, UV-curable ink developed specifically for deep
draw thermoforming will help you produce custom formed signs, packaging, POP
displays, vending panels and other thermoforming applications with fewer process
steps. With outstanding elongation characteristics, excellent adhesion and consistent
post-draw opacity, images printed on the VUTEk GS3250 Pro-TF withstand heat
forming and cutting/routing with no chipping or loss of adhesion. Offer your customers
a faster, lower cost alternative for custom thermoforming applications.
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Dual resolution of 600 dpi (24 pL) or 1000 dpi (12 pL) for high definition POP
graphics that set you ahead of your competition.
Greyscale technology for high image quality at production speeds, better ink
utilisation and lower costs per print.
Crisp four-point text.

FEATURES
High-definition POP quality up to 96m²/hr.
Eight-colour plus unique three-layer white ink capability for high-impact, customersatisfying images.
Outdoor output with Fast-4 technology at up to 288m²/hr.
Run multiple jobs at once with new multi-queue functionality available right at the
user interface.
Multi-roll capability that enables printing on up to three 152cm rolls simultaneously.
Dual resolution of 600 dpi (24 pL) or 1000 dpi (12 pL) allows you to stay ahead of
the competition in any application.
Flexible EFI VUTEk GSr 3M™ Premium UV Ink that increases application range and
enables printing on a wider range of substrates.
Includes Fiery proServer.
Integration-ready with native JDF connectivity to EFI Web-to-Print and MIS/ERP solutions.

APPLICATIONS

EFI VUTEk GS5000r
High-quality POP, high-speed billboard and
anything inbetween
The EFI® VUTEk® GS5000r five-metre roll-to-roll UV printer helps print shops produce
premium-margin jobs as well as commercial graphics and long-term outdoor signage,
quickly and efficiently. With print modes to satisfy POP image quality demands and other
print modes for high-production billboard and banner speeds, the VUTEk GS5000r will
allow you to grow your business and differentiate yourself from the competition.

Exhibition graphics
Digital textiles
Billboard signage
Commercial graphics
Car wraps
Banners
Bus shelters
Point-of-purchase advertising
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FEATURES
Eight colours plus optional white ink printing.
Resolutions of true 600 dpi or 1000 dpi.
Powerful LED curing technology.
Greyscale 7pL UltraDrop Technology.
Orion operating system.
EFI VUTEk GSLXr 3M™ SuperFlex UV Ink with 3M™ MCS™ Warranty.
Outdoor output up to 260m² per hour.
High quality POP output up to 88m² per hour.
Single-pass multilayer printing.
Standard multiqueue on-demand functionality.
Optional automated double-sided printing capability.
Fiery® proServer with Fiery XF production RIP and colour management workflow.
Bidirectional communication capability between the Fiery XF RIP and printer.

EFI VUTEk GS5500LXr Pro
The most versatile five-metre printer ever
Designed without compromise, the LED EFI® VUTEk® GS5500LXr Pro printer with
UltraDrop™ Technology offers the perfect combination of innovative technology and
extraordinary performance to accelerate your success well into tomorrow.

EFI’s VUTEk LED printers show energy reductions of up to 82% when compared
to devices with conventional mercury arc lamps. Calculations from Fogra’s Energy
Efficiency Project, ‘Energy efficiency of large and small format printing systems’.
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Integrates seamlessly with EFI Web-to-Print and MIS/ERP solutions with native JDF
connectivity.
Enhanced Service Program (ESP) warranty for your printer, Fiery proServer hardware
and Fiery XF software.

FEATURES
3.2m hybrid digital UV printer handles up to more than 100 beds/boards (1.2x
2.4m) per hour; up to 70 boards (1.2mx 2.4m) per hour in POP mode.
Comes with true greyscale technology and up to eight colours, including three-layer
white print capability.
Innovative Pin & Cure technology delivers precise ink lay-down for high image quality
and production speeds, gloss control, increased colour range, wider output capability
and fewer artefacts.
Variable matte or gloss finish for a wider colour range and greater photographic
image quality.
Greyscale technology and optimised print head set-up offers better ink utilisation,
lowering your cost per board.
Includes the Fiery proServer.
Integration-ready with native JDF connectivity to EFI Web-to-Print and MIS/ERP
solutions.

APPLICATIONS

EFI VUTEk HS100 Pro
The productivity of screen and image quality
approaching offset

Indoor and outdoor signage
Point-of-purchase advertising
Exhibition graphics
Backlit displays
Display graphics
Posters
Bus shelters

The EFI® VUTEk® HS100 Pro is a high-speed digital UV inkjet press that represents a
true alternative to analogue equipment. Innovative imaging technology driven by the
Orion OS software platform delivers the critical colour accuracy and consistency your
customers demand, with the productivity and digital efficiencies you need. The VUTEk
HS100 Pro allows you to take on short-run jobs more profitably, while letting you
produce longer sheet runs at a lower cost per print than analogue technology.

Freestanding displays (FSD)
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EFI Fiery XF RIP & Fiery proServer
Version 6
Produce perfect images while you increase
productivity
EFI® is pleased to announce the release of Fiery proServer Version 6. The latest release
features FAST RIP (Fiery Accelerated System Technology), EFI proprietary developed
technology that significantly increases the processing speed of the proServer. The
software upgrade to proServer Version 6 is available exclusively on the Fiery proServer,
free of charge to everyone covered under the EFI Software Maintenance and Support
Agreement (SMSA) or the Enhanced Support Program (ESP).
Some of the latest enhancements include Productivity, Colour quality, Integration and
Usability improvements, which increase stability and perfomance on both Mac and
Windows platforms.
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FEATURES FIERY XF RIP
Bi-directional communication capability between the Fiery XF RIP and EFI printer
allows back communication of audit information on every print job.
Advanced, easy-to-use, wizard-guided colour tools for consistent, predictable, highquality colour.
Powerful production tools, such as nesting, step and repeat, scaling, cropping, and tiling.
Advanced ICC colour management for reliable colour, quality output and proofing-quality colour.
Scalable, versatile platform for your growing business needs.
Seamless printer integration to EFI Web-to-Print and MIS Solutions with native JDF connectivity.

FEATURES FIERY ProSERVER
Increase your EFI printer’s productivity and efficiency.
Extends your colour quality and proofing capabilities.
Integrates seamlessly with other EFI solutions.
Improves your ROI with optional Fiery XF options.

GS Series and QS Series 2 Inks
Our latest generation of UV inks is designed to deliver increased performance for our
hybrid rigid/roll-to-roll printers. They are ideal for applications requiring more flexible
inks on a wide range of rigid and flexible substrates.

GSr and QS Series r Inks
Highly pliable, weldable and easily coated. EFI VUTEk QS Series R Ink is designed
with superior flexibility characteristics, enabling up to 100% elongation, making it
ideal for applications such as vehicle wraps, along with a variety of flexible media.

Solvent Inks
Ultravu™ solvent inks still set the standard for brilliant colour, consistency and reliable
printer operation, while being economical to run.

T Series Dye-Sublimation Inks
T Series inks stand up to the unique demands of textile printing. They are washresistant and dryer-resilient for indoor and outdoor graphics, so they can be used over
and over again. They can be infused into fabrics for head-turning colour vibrancy and
excellent draping qualities.

3M™ UV Ink
Designed for use with a wide range of 3M opaque, translucent and reflective media,
these inks meet most large format graphic needs. Their flexibility makes them
suitable for graphics used on curved, corrugated or flat surfaces, with or without rivet
applications. 3M offers the Performance Guarantee on 3M substrates with VUTEk
inks, and offers the industry leading 3M™ MCS™ Warranty with qualified 3M inks.

EFI VUTEk premium inks
Colour quality, performance and durability
EFI® premium inks offer the purest, cleanest and most compatible colours for superwide and speciality printer applications. We produce the highest quality solvent, UV and
dye-sublimation inks to ensure colour vibrancy, crispness and print-to-print consistency,
while maintaining maximum printer performance and reliability. EFI inks contain brilliantly
coloured, durable pigments, so you can create the widest range of customer colours.
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Epson provides cutting-edge imaging solutions, focused on the fields of imaging on paper, imaging on screen, and imaging on glass.
Supporting this vision will be continued innovation in core devices that provide value-added solutions for linking imaging products.

EPSON

Large format imaging focusing on signage and technical,
as well as packaging, proofing and photography

PACKAGING, CONTRACT PROOFING AND PHOTOGRAPHY

Epson Stylus Pro 4900

Epson Stylus Pro series
Stylus Pro 4900

A combination of remote proofing capabilities, fast print speeds, high levels of automation
and a super-wide colour range make the Epson Stylus Pro® 4900 a highly productive
workhorse for the small office or studio environment.
Key features
• Wide colour range of up to 98%.
• PANTONE® coverage.

Epson Stylus Pro 11880

Stylus Pro 11880

Epson’s flagship Stylus® Pro 11880 wide-format printer produces the ultimate in
colour and black and white up to 64 inches. Transform your print quality with Epson’s
latest breakthrough in inkjet printing, the Epson Micro Piezo TFP™ print head.
Key features
• Epson’s first true wide-format printer with the highest quality.
• Discover the revolutionary new Epson Micro Piezo TFP print head.
• Epson UltraChrome K3 ink with Vivid Magenta technology for superb colour.
• Enhanced productivity with speed, reliability and ease of use.

• Automatic colour certification and calibration for consistent colour matching.
• Automated production with optional inline SpectroProofer.
• Capable of printing on range of media up to 1.5mm thick.
• Print speeds of up to 46m² per hour.
• ENERGY STAR qualified.
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PACKAGING, CONTRACT PROOFING AND PHOTOGRAPHY

Epson Stylus Pro 7900

Stylus Pro 7900 and 9900

A new standard in printing and proofing up to 44 inches wide. Take colour and
black and white printing to the highest level with Epson’s new wide-format printers.
Experience the widest colour range available with the latest Epson UltraChrome™ HDR
pigment inks.
Setting new standards in professional, wide-format proofing and fine art printing. Enjoy
the highest quality results with 11 individual inks that include orange and green for an
expanded colour range, smoother tones and gradations. Combine perfect quality and
high speeds up to 40m2 per hour with the new Epson TFP™ print head.

Epson Stylus Pro 9900

Key features
• Excellence in wide-format printing.
• Superb quality and control.
• The ultimate inkset - 11 colour Epson UltraChrome HDR inks.
• Perfect colour and black and white.
• New Epsom Look Up Table (LUT) technology.
• Remote proofing a reality.
• Reliable and easy to use.
• Versatile paper handling.
Key benefits
• Widest colour range available with 11-colour Epson UltraChrome HDR pigment inks.
• Superb quality with smooth gradations, grain reduction and up to 2880 dpi resolution.
• Perfect control and speeds up to 40m2/hr with new 10-channel Epson TFP™ print head.
• Flexible and easy to use, with spindleless paper holder, auto nozzle check
and 2.5 inch colour LCD.
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PACKAGING, CONTRACT PROOFING AND PHOTOGRAPHY

Epson Stylus Pro 7890

Epson Stylus Pro series
Stylus Pro 7890

Designed with the print needs of the commercial photography and fine art markets in
mind, yet also representing a sound choice for the proofing market, the 24-inch Stylus®
Pro 7890 offers accurate colour reproduction with unbeatable productivity.
Key features

Epson Stylus Pro 9890

Stylus Pro 9890

For dynamic colour and B&W professional printing you must consider the Epson Stylus®
Pro 9890 Wide Format Inkjet Printer. This magnificent machine is capable of handling
virtually any media type; rolls or cut sheets up to 44 inch/1118mm wide. It utilises a
compilation of the most recent printer technologies to deliver superior quality photos,
panoramas, transparencies, graphics, signage and fine art.
Key features
• Roll/Sheet Media up to 44 inch/1118mm wide.

• Wide colour range and smooth gradation.

• UltraChrome K3 Ink-Vivid Magenta System.

• Automatic colour certification and calibration for consistent colour matching.

• 9 Individual Ink Cartridges - up to 700ml.

• Automated production with optional inline SpectroProofer.

• Auto Photo & Matte Black Ink Switching.

• Superior greyscale reproduction.

• ePlaten Media Loading Technology.

• Print speeds of up to 40m² per hour.

• Spindle-Free Roll Media Loading.

• ENERGY STAR qualified.

• Automatic Nozzle Verification Technology.
• Automatic Rotary Media Cutting System.
• Standard USB 2.0 & 10/100 BaseT Ethernet.
• Large 2.5 inch/64mm Colour LCD Control Panel.
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TECHNICAL RANGE

Epson SureColor SC-T3200

Epson SC-T series
SureColor SC-T3200 and SC-T3200-PS

The SureColor SC-T3200 maximises performance in busy graphics, CAD and GIS
production environments. Powerful image processing and a fast print speed meet the
market’s need for maximum productivity and flexibility. Epson’s PrecisionCore TFP print
heads do not need replacing and, together with UltraChrome XD ink, deliver the highest
level of performance, value and versatile media support. Ta
Key features

Epson SureColor SC-T5200

SureColor SC-T5200 and SC-T5200-PS

The SureColor SC-T5200 maximises performance in busy graphics, CAD and GIS
production environments. Powerful image processing and a fast print speed meet the
market’s need for maximum productivity and flexibility. Epson’s PrecisionCore TFP print
heads do not need replacing and, together with UltraChrome XD ink, deliver the highest
level of performance, value and versatile media support.
Key features
• Fast processing.
• Large-capacity ink cartridges.
• PrecisionCore TFP print head.

• Fast processing.

• UltraChrome XD inks.

• Large-capacity ink cartridges.

• PostScript support with 2x1.6GHz CPUs.

• PrecisionCore TFP print head.
• UltraChrome XD inks.
• PostScript support with 2x1.6GHz CPUs.
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TECHNICAL RANGE

Epson SureColor SC-T5200D

Epson SureColor SC-T5200D-PS

SureColor SC-T5200D

SureColor SC-T5200D-PS

The SureColor SC-T5200D maximises performance in busy graphics, CAD and GIS
production environments. The double paper rolls and fast print speed meet the market’s
need for maximum productivity and flexibility. Epson’s PrecisionCore TFP print heads do
not need replacing and, together with UltraChrome XD ink, deliver the highest level of
performance, value and versatile media support.

The SureColor SC-T5200D-PS maximises performance in busy graphics, CAD and GIS
production environments. The double paper rolls and fast print speed meet the market’s
need for maximum productivity and flexibility. Epson’s PrecisionCore TFP print heads do
not need replacing and, together with UltraChrome XD ink, deliver the highest level of
performance, value and versatile media support.

Key features

Key features

• Double rolls.

• Double rolls.

• Fast processing.

• Fast processing.

• PrecisionCore TFP print head.

• PrecisionCore TFP print head.

• UltraChrome XD inks.

• UltraChrome XD inks.

• PostScript support with 2x1.6GHz CPUs.

• PostScript support with 2x1.6GHz CPUs.
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TECHNICAL RANGE

Epson SureColor SC-T5200MFP

Epson SureColor SC-T5200DMFP

SureColor SC-T5200MFP

SureColor SC-T5200DMFP

The SureColor SC-T5200MFP maximises performance in busy graphics, CAD and GIS
production environments. The integrated 36-inch scanner, large-capacity ink cartridges
and fast print speeds meet the market’s need for maximum productivity and flexibility.
Epson’s PrecisionCore TFP print heads do not need replacing and deliver the highest
level of performance, value and versatile media support.

The SureColor SC-T5200DMFP maximises performance in busy graphics, CAD and GIS
production environments. The double paper rolls, fast print speed and integrated 36inch scanner meet the market’s need for maximum productivity. Epson’s PrecisionCore
TFP print heads do not need replacing and, together with UltraChrome XD ink, deliver
the highest level of performance and value.

Key features

Key features

• Fast processing.

• Double paper rolls.

• Integrated 36-inch scanner.

• Integrated 36-inch scanner.

• PrecisionCore TFP print head.

• PrecisionCore TFP print head.

• UltraChrome XD inks.

• UltraChrome XD inks.

• PostScript support with 2 x 1.6GHz CPUs.

• PostScript support with 2x1.6GHz CPUs.

•
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TECHNICAL RANGE

Epson SureColor SC-T7200

Epson SureColor SC-T7200D

Epson SureColor SC-T7200DMFP

SureColor SC-T7200 and SC-T7200-PS

SureColor SC-T7200D

SureColor SC-T7200DMFP

The SureColor SC-T7200 maximises performance in
busy graphics, CAD and GIS production environments.
Powerful image processing and a fast print speed
meet the market’s need for maximum productivity and
flexibility. Epson’s PrecisionCore TFP print heads do
not need replacing and, together with UltraChrome XD
ink, deliver the highest level of performance, value and
versatile media support.

The SureColor SC-T7200D maximises performance in
busy graphics, CAD and GIS production environments.
The double paper rolls and fast print speed meet the
market’s need for maximum productivity and flexibility.
Epson’s PrecisionCore TFP print heads do not need
replacing and, together with UltraChrome XD ink, deliver
the highest level of performance, value and versatile
media support.

The SureColor SC-T7200DMFP maximises performance
in busy graphics, CAD and GIS production environments.
The double paper rolls, fast print speed and integrated
36-inch scanner deliver maximum productivity and
flexibility. Epson’s PrecisionCore TFP print heads do not
need replacing and, together with UltraChrome XD ink,
deliver the highest level of performance and value.

Key features

Key features

Key features
• Double paper rolls.

• Fast processing.

• Double rolls.

• Integrated 36-inch scanner.

• Large-capacity ink cartridges.

• Fast processing.

• PrecisionCore TFP print head.

• PrecisionCore TFP print head.

• New PrecisionCore TFP print head.

• UltraChrome XD inks.

• UltraChrome XD inks.

• UltraChrome XD inks.

• PostScript support with 2 x 1.6GHz CPUs.

• PostScript support with 2 x1.6GHz CPUs.

• PostScript support with 2 x 1.6GHz CPUs.
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SIGNAGE RANGE

Epson SC-S30610

Epson SC-S50610

Epson SC-S series
Dedicated indoor and outdoor 64 inch signage printing solutions. From affordable to
highly productive plus highest quality, cutting-edge white and metallic printing, Epson
professional printers deliver superior results on a wide range of media. They are also
reliable, easy to use and eco-friendly, thanks to odourless, nickel-free inks.

Epson SC-S70610

SC-S50610

Designed to deliver a very high level of efficiency, the SC-S50610 4-colour CMYKx2/
CMYKx2 plus white uses two Thin Film Piezo print heads, running two sets of CMYK
(or CMYK plus white for the 5-colour model) ink simultaneously, to print at speeds in
excess of 50m²/hour. Reliable, Epson-engineered parts throughout the printer help
minimise downtime. A built-in dryer ensures prints are ready quickly and, for high
productivity applications, an additional drying system is included as standard.
Key features

SC-S30610

Designed to give the lowest total cost of ownership, the SC-S30610 4-colour CMYK
can produce everything from posters, signs, banners, backlit panels and POS to
vehicle wraps, interior decorations and exhibition displays. Users can reliably and costeffectively print on vinyl, canvas, clear film, photographic paper and a range of popular
banner substrates, at up to 64 inches (162.6cm) size.
Key features
• Prints on a wide range of coated and non-coated media up to 64 inches (162.6cm) wide.
• Single-operator roll media loading via easy-to-operate jack system.
• Easily accessible front and rear media tensioning control.
• Speeds of up to 29.4m²/hr (Draft mode; 10m²/hr in Production mode;
7.3m²/hr in Quality mode, all on vinyl).
• Epson’s proven Thin Film Piezo print head for precise droplet formation and long production life.
• Enhanced ink requires no ventilation and is suitable for use in an office environment.
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•
•
•
•
•

Prints over 50m²/hour.
One-person jack system.
Auto-optimised media handling.
Posters, signs, banners and more.
3 years outdoors.

SC-S70610

The Epson SureColor SC-S70610 8-colour CMYK Lc, Lm, orange, matt black/10-colour
CMYK Lc, Lm, orange, matt black, white and metallic is Epson’s first 64 inch (162.6cm)
printer to support white and metallic ink simultaneously, enabling creative print makers,
specialist sign makers and professional display printers to expand their service portfolios.
Key features
•
•
•
•
•

Micro Piezo TFP print head.
8/10 colour ink-set.
Enhanced greyscales.
One-person jack system.
3 years outdoors.

Kongsberg Cutting Tables
Esko is a global supplier of integrated solutions for the packaging and labels, sign and display, commercial printing and publishing
industries. Esko’s Kongsberg cutting tables are designed for fast die-less digital finishing of designs printed on a wide range of paper
board and display materials.
The large versatility in configuration, tools and knives make the Kongsberg table a fit-for-use choice for folding cartons, corrugated boxes,
brochures, signs and displays, and many more speciality applications.

ESKO

Kongsberg C series

Key FEATURES

The new dimension for digital finishing

The first multifunction super-wide digital finisher.

Kongsberg C presents a new wide-format world with higher volumes and faster
turnaround times on a vast selection of materials. It’s time for a digital finishing
solution that fits today’s digital production requirements without compromising on size,
versatility or finishing quality. The Kongsberg C series is the first multifunction superwide digital finisher for signage, display and packaging applications.

High-powered milling.

The Kongsberg C processes the widest variety of materials with an extensive range of
applications. Paper, textiles, corrugated board up to triple-wall, honeycomb or fluted
core board, plastics, aluminium composites, and more. It has the highest throughput of
any super-wide digital finisher and delivers consistent performance.

Carbon composite traverse.

Speed and power on demanding materials.
Complete set of advanced, quick-change tools.
Roll feeder.
i-Cut production console.

applications
Signage
Display
Packaging
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key Features
Tooling and functional add-ons can simply be retrofitted in the field to meet future
needs.
An innovative extended beam clearance capability can be field retrofitted to handle
materials up to 86mm (3 3/8 inch) thick.
Several models permit extending the length of the table by installing an additional table
section.
The advanced i-cut Vision Pro system can be installed to contour cut graphic
elements extremely accurately.
Productivity options such as conveyor feed, sheet feeder and roll feeder unit can be
retrofitted.

Kongsberg XN series
The perfect digital finishing device is
expandable for the future

substrates

Aluminium composite material

Folding carton

Solid board

Acrylic

Rigid paper board

Honeycomb

Fluted core board

Corrugated board

Plastics

Foam

Foam board

Medium-density fibre board

Corrugated plastic

Applications
Folding cartons
Engraving

In a world with rapid technology and business change, it is important to invest in
equipment that offers all of the capabilities you need for the present, but with flexibility
for the future. The Kongsberg XN is easily the most versatile digital finishing device ever
introduced. Whether your focus is 2D or 3D; packaging, signs or displays; or with just
about any material from vinyls to boards to wood; the Kongsberg XN is perfect for any
job or application. It can even be used to cut flexographic plates as part of the Esko
Digital Flexo Suite. The Kongsberg XN is available in seven different sizes from 1680
x 1270mm (66 inch x 50 inch) to 2210 x 6550mm (87 inch x 258 inch). Start with
only the tooling options you need, with the knowledge that you can invest in more
capabilities later, when your business grows.
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Signmaking
Displays
Protective packaging
Boxes
POP displays
Speciality packaging
Advertising items
Building models

Kongsberg XE/i-XE series
The new dimension for digital finishing
Your world has changed. It’s a wide format world with higher volumes and faster
turnaround times on a vast selection of materials. It’s time for a digital finishing
solution that fits today’s digital production requirements without compromising on size,
versatility or finishing quality.
The Kongsberg XE series is the fast and accurate high-quality option for folding carton
sample-making. Size 0.8 x 1.2m - 32” x 47”. Key properties are accuracy, speed and
compactness. Tooling for the Kongsberg XE series includes static knife tool, varicut tool,
vibracut tool and crease tool.

XE series applications
Varnish blanket cutting
Cutting of synthetic packaging materials - polypropylene, clear vinyl, etc.

i-XE series applications
Finishing of digitally printed materials
Flexible and light-duty sheeted: adhesive vinyl (decals), vinyl banners and foam board

The Kongsberg i-XE10 is a super-fast and accurate table for finishing of flexible and lightduty rigid material for printed advertising items, signs and small displays. It works with
automated or manual material loads. The automatic feeding and stacking options make the
i-XE10 Auto capable of fully unsupervised finishing of small-format digitally printed items
(Xerox Igen3, HP Indigo). This is the ideal solution for commercial printers and signmakers.
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Kongsberg XP series

key Features

Defines a new productivity class for digital
cutting!

Productivity.

The Kongsberg XP series are highly productive and robust tables for short-run
production of packages, displays and signage; with materials ranging from corrugated
board to acrylic and MDF, plus flexible materials.

production modes

Automated material handling options available; conveyor feed -> roll- or sheet feeding.
Three different model sizes available, ranging from 1,6 x 1,3m to 2,2 x 3,2m.

Robustness.
Automation.

Production based on manual material loading: enables production from a wide range
of materials, including complex milling operations.
Supervised (semi-automated) production: automatic material loading from roll or sheets.
Fully automated, unsupervised production: enabling larger production runs of paper
boards; lot size up to around 1000 sheets.
Unsupervised production:
• Enables full digital workflow for POP displays and packages.
• Offers on-demand production with just-in-time delivery.
• Optimal for products made from paper boards, foam boards, display boards; up to
1000 sheets per job.
• Milling of rigid substrates is possible; with automatic load, manual unload.
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Kongsberg V for packaging sample making
The Kongsberg V for packaging is a cutting table configured for sample making, short
run production of mockups and other packaging specific applications. This table is
outfitted with a FLEXIHead.

Kongsberg V for signage and display production
The Kongsberg V for signage and displays comes with a MultiCUT tool head offering
milling productivity and a camera system. The MultiCUT combines all the tool insert
options with a milling spindle up to 45.000 RPM. It’s perfect for a wide range of
signage materials. The air-cooled milling bit assures edge quality during high-speed
milling of acrylics and other synthetics. The switch-operated bit exchange eliminates
the need for hand tools.

key benefits
No errors - automatic bar code identification of the cutting tools prevents operator
errors.
Memorising - powerful system for memorising job setups.

Kongsberg V series
Produce the quality you’ve always wanted
The Kongsberg V is an entry level cutting table that offers durability, precision and ease
of use at an attractive investment level.

Accurate - all Kongsbergs are made to last.
The strong construction allows perfect accuracy.
Safety - very efficient advanced dynamic safety system complies with international
regulations.
Versatility - wide range of speciality tools and control functions for speed,
power and flexibility.
Design library (optional) - direct access to huge packaging design library.

The Kongsberg V is a cutting table that stands for value, durability, reliability, precision
and ease of use at an attractive investment level.
The Kongsberg V cutters come in standard configurations for sample making, signage
and display production. The Kongsberg V offers a broad selection of tools, providing
quality results on a wide range of cutting, creasing, and plotting tasks. No matter what
application, the Kongsberg V brings the value you are looking for.
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Media Products
GREAT selection for great ideas. When creating the Antalis media collection we have selected state-of-the-art products for all your Large Format
Printing applications. Our collection is rich and diverse and contains substrates for both indoor and outdoor applications including a range of
papers, self-adhesives, banners, textiles, wall papers and many more innovative media. The Antalis product range has been chosen to deliver
excellent performance at value-for-money prices. The Antalis range is user-friendly and matched to all popular ink types. The products offer
exceptional printing capabilities, ease of application and green credentials, allowing you to focus on creating and delivering premium quality print
jobs at competitive prices whilst ensuring the highest environmental standards. Do you need a specific medium for a specific LFP application?
Just ask Antalis.
Antalis can do a lot for you, click on www.just-ask-antalis.co.za

MEDIA PRODUCTS

Adhesives
Avery Vinyls

35-40

Coala Vinyls

41-43

Yupo Tako

45-46

Yupo Jelly

47-48

Yupo Static

49-50

Digital Fine Art Media
Hahnemühle

51-52

Digital Wide Format Papers
Coala Papers

44

Films
Natura

53-54

Rigid Graphic Boards
Forex

55-56

Foamalite

57-58

Xanita Board

59-60

Smurfit Kappa Displayline

61-62

Textile Fabrics (Knitted and Woven)
a.berger

63-64

Avery Dennison
making brands more
inspiring
At Avery Dennison, our businesses are unified by the shared vision of
making brands more inspiring and the world more intelligent. Throughout
the world, we focus on making products more engaging, brands more
compelling, inventories more productive, information more valuable and
our surroundings more understandable. From apparel branding to food
and beverage packaging, building graphics and traffic safety signs, we
play a powerful part in everyday life.
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SF 100-103 Ultra Clear
Window Films
Promotional films that make your graphics shine. It’s easy to turn your glass panels or
windows into impressive selling tools with SF 100-103 Ultra Clear removable window
films from Avery Dennison. The SF 100-103 series uses optically clear film and
adhesive that allows full window coverage. So the unprinted area maintains glass clarity
without the need to cut around the image - installation is fast and easy.
Offering a high gloss face for great image clarity and colour pop, SF 100-103 Ultra
Clear films make retail, office and POP/tradeshow graphics on glass sparkle.
Benefits

MPI Value Film
Great value for money digital print media with convincing performance.
MPI Value Film is specially designed for a wide range of short-term promotional
applications with good printability on multiple printer platforms.
Specifications
• Film: 95 micron white calendered film with good dimensional stability.
• Adhesive: Permanent/Removable/Grey permanent/Grey removable acrylic adhesive.
• Backing: one-sided PE coated liner.
• Outdoor life: up to 1 year (unprinted).
Applications

• High gloss finish.

• Point-of-sale graphics

• Easy to print.

• Vehicle advertising

• One year removability.

• Outdoor advertising

• Allows full glass coverage without distorting clarity in unprinted areas of film.

• Exhibition graphics

• No need to contour cut around image.
• Works well with white inks.
• Printable with most latex and UV cured digital printing systems.

• Window graphics
• Real estate signage
• Promotional signage
• Stickers and labels
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MPI 1900 Cast Series
DOL 1400 Cast Overlaminate Series
MPI 1900 cast films deliver an outstanding price/performance choice for a wide range
of graphics applications. MPI 1900 is now available with Easy Apply technology for
maximum air egress and repositionability. By combining MPI 1900 with our new DOL
1400 Cast Overlaminate Series, you can produce stunning wraps, even on 3D surfaces.
Also available is MPI 1906 AP, which provides outstanding adhesion to low-energy,
apolar surfaces such as polyethylene and polyurethane. Our complete MPI 1900 Series is
covered by the Avery ICS Performance Guarantee programme, which guarantees troublefree printing using a vast variety of printer-ink combinations.
Features
• Excellent conformability for demanding 3D applications.

MPI 1005 Supercast Series
Designed to provide superior performance from printing to application, Avery’s MPI
1005 Supercast series products will suit any purpose, from fleet applications through
to outdoor corporate signage.
Offering consistent printability, outstanding conformability, and easy application, MPI
1005 Supercast Easy Apply RS™ is ideal for complex curves and rivets, giving a smooth
paint-like finish. The MPI 1005 Supercast Gloss Opaque LTR (long-term removable) is
ideal for more demanding applications where the material needs to be stretched into
deep recesses and corrugations.
A premium gloss white opaque cast vinyl film, MPI 1005 Supercast products are designed for
ease of application on long term outdoor signage or fleet applications when durability, high
opacity, outdoor performance, clean and easy removal are required.
Applications

• Stunning print performance with UV, solvent eco-solvent inks and Latex inks.

• Flat-sided trucks

• High-gloss and matt finishes images with a striking effect.

• Corrugated trucks

• Faster, easier application including Easy Apply technology.

• Cars and vans

• Adheres to low-energy surfaces, a solution for polyethylene and polyurethane substrates.

• Trains and light rail

• Long outdoor durability up to 4 years when printed and 7 years when unprinted.

• Buses

• ICS Performance Guarantee trouble-free printing.

• Marine vessels
• Corporate signage
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Tattoo Film
Avery Tattoo Film is a unique product that provides you with the ability to customise
your vehicle graphics. Avery Tattoo Film is a speciality transparent film that has been
developed to provide a two-tone metallic effect; showing a darker shade on light
coloured substrates and a lighter shade on dark coloured substrates.
Applications
• Vehicle graphics
• Recreational vehicles
• Marine graphics
• Exterior decoration
• Outdoor graphics or signs

SF 100-843-S
Conform Chrome Accent Film
Shine like never before. Add that special accent or sporty touch to your vehicle with
Avery Dennison’s Conform Chrome Film. Vehicle detailers can now rejoice. Customers
will be amazed at the effect that Avery Dennison Conform Chrome can create on
vehicles of all types. The mirror-like finish gives a true chrome look that is normally
difficult or expensive to apply. And with the conformability of the film, you will be able to
apply conform chrome to mirrors or raised features on the vehicle with ease. Installers
will love the Easy Apply RS features on the film, which allows for slideability of the film
and a reduction in air bubbles, saving valuable installation time.
Benefits
• High gloss emphasises a mirror-like chrome effect on the vehicle.
• Gives accent to vehicles of all types.
• Easy Apply RS feature saves time on installation.
• Extremely conformable, allowing for application on rounded vehicle features.
• Compliments Avery Dennison vehicle wrap materials for a full vehicle make-over.
• 3 year durability on vertical applications.
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MPI 2611 Wall Film

MPI 2006 Hi-Tack

Designed specifically for wall graphic applications, MPI 2611 Wall Film offers an excellent
choice for wall murals, consumer wall decoration, retail chain wall signage, POP wall signage
and wall labelling that require easy installation and removable adhesive performance.

The introduction of Avery Dennison’s MPI 2006 Hi-Tack extends their industry leading
range of MPI 2000 premium polymeric series to include a Hi-Tack adhesive option. MPI
2006 Hi-Tack is perfect for both indoor and outdoor architectural, fleet and general
signage applications. From uneven painted and slightly textured surfaces to concrete
pillars and walls, through to low surface energy substrates like plastics, this film delivers
you full confidence the graphic will stick to your application surface.

Delivering excellent image quality MPI 2611 is recommended for walls and can
be applied to almost all painted surfaces. With a sophisticated lustre finish, and a
removable adhesive for flat walls, MPI 2611 has been developed as a thick rigid film
that makes installation an easy process for anyone. Formulated for exceptional print
performance MPI 2611 is an ideal solution for short-term promotions with a 4 year
unprinted outdoor life, and 1 year printed removability.
Applications
• Internal wall graphics
• Retail wall graphics
• Wall decorations
• Exhibition wall graphics
• Internal window graphics
• Indoor advertising

Compared to competitor digital Hi-Tack products in this space, the Avery Dennison MPI
2006 Hi-Tack has the added benefits of providing no adhesive bleed when converting,
less shrinkage whilst on the roll and very good dimensional stability after installation.
With minimal shrinkage and negligible adhesive bleed, MPI 2006 Hi-Tack enables the
production of high quality finished graphics, reduced conversion time and minimised
risk of printer damage.
With outstanding outdoor durability, excellent application at low temperatures, and a
high gloss for superior finish, it’s your solution for hard-to-stick surfaces.
Applications
• Rubbish bin signage and advertising
• Port-a-loos
• Wall graphics
• General signage
• Low surface energy substrates (especially PP & HDPE)
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MPI 6121 Street Graphics Film
Create eye-catching graphics for foot and vehicle traffic. MPI 6121 Street Graphics is
a non-PVC film engineered for outdoor street and rough surface applications, where an
authentic, paint-like finish is desired.
Its unique, ‘micro-fracture’ technology enables the film to conform to very rough
surfaces by fracturing and conforming. This technology breakthrough is ideal for street
graphics, as it not only delivers a distinctive paint-like look, but it also allows moisture
to channel through the substrate, minimising slip hazards. Whether it be promotional
events, trade shows, sporting events, retail spaces or almost anywhere else outdoors,
MPI 6121 Street Graphics is the perfect choice.

Supreme Wrapping Film
High performance and ease of application in your choice of colours and finishes. For a
wrapping film that combines performance, versatility and convenience, look no further
than Avery Supreme Wrapping Film from Avery Dennison. This dual-layer film combines
colour and clear protective layers, providing a smooth, paint-like finish that’s both
durable and dazzling. What’s more, with 33 colour options, Avery Supreme Wrapping
Film offers more choices than ever before.
Features
• Outstanding durability and performance.
• Excellent conformability around curves and recesses.
• Provides coloured film and protective layer in a one-piece laminate.

Features

• 33 colour/finish combinations.

• 100% PVC free.

• Available with Avery Easy Apply™ RS adhesive technology.

• Printable with UV-Curable Inks.

• Now available in 1.52m x 25m roll size.

• Durability up to 6 months with foot traffic and 3 months with vehicle traffic.
• Paint-like appearance gives graphics unique effects on non-traditional surfaces.

Benefits

• Micro-fracture technology allows films to apply to cracks and crevices.

• More design options.

• Removable with pressure washer.

• Cover panels with just one piece of material - fewer seams.
• Faster installation, higher quality results.
• Excellent long-term removability.
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COALA.
GREAT
SELECTION
FOR GREAT
IDEAS.

Media for both indoor and outdoor substrates
Coala® selected media are great value for money, troublefree and matched to every kind of ink. Our Coala® selection brings you the best in
printability, ease of application and green credentials, so you can focus on producing
and delivering high quality, competitive and sustainable print jobs to your customers.
Applications range from paper, self-adhesive products and banners, through to textiles,
wallpapers and many other innovative products.
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Self-adhesives

Textured Wall Papers

A top quality range of monomeric and polymeric PVC with clear acrylic dispersion
adhesive (permanent), laminated on one- and two-sided clay-coated silicone paper
liners. In addition to excellent opacity and flatness, these films offer high dimensional
stability. They are designed to be highly resistant to the influence of solvent inks, giving
excellent printing results with high resolution and rich colours. The range is particularly
suitable for application on flat and slightly curved surfaces.

A range of top quality paper-backed printable vinyl wallcoverings designed for ease of
printing, application and cleaning. Key features include: high stability, no need for overlapping,
glue can be applied directly to the wall, high pigment density for excellent surface coverage,
high dimensional stability, crack-resistance, easily removable for redecoration.

Size

1D 100µ Gloss P Vinyl

1,372m x 50m

1D 100µ Gloss PG Vinyl

1,372m x 50m

1D 100µ Matt P Vinyl

1,372m x 50m

1D 80µ Lam Gloss P Over Laminate

1,372m x 50m

1D 80µ Lam Matt P Over Laminate

1,372m x 50m

2D 75µ Gloss P Vinyl

1,372m x 50m

2D 75µ Gloss PG Vinyl

1,372m x 50m

2D 75µ Lam Gloss Vinyl

1,372m x 50m

2D 75µ Lam Matt Vinyl

1,372m x 50m
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UV Digital

Latex

Textured Wall Papers

Eco Solvent

UV Digital

Latex

Eco Solvent

Self-adhesives

Solvent

Product list

Solvent

Product list

Size

Canvas Finish

1,3m x 50m

Smooth Finish

1,3m x 50m

Textured Finish

1,3m x 50m

Films

UV Digital

Size

Latex

PVC

Eco Solvent

Product list

Solvent

Product list
UV Digital

A range of lightweight polypropylene base banner material which resists tearing and
curling and has excellent printability with high image definition and long durability.
It is suitable for both indoor and outdoor applications such as indoor and outdoor
banners, indoor and outdoor point-of-purchase advertising, exhibition displays and rollup banners, as well as graphic design and fine art.

Latex

A range of excellent quality PVC for UV, solvent, eco-solvent, or screenprinting. Key
features include: tear and fade resistance, strength and durability, vibrant and consistent
printability, available in both matt and gloss finishes. Suitable for applications such as
frontlit billboards, indoor and outdoor displays, banners, building murals and in-store
point-of-sale, building wraps and scaffolding covers, etc.

Eco Solvent

Films

Solvent

PVC

Size

B/Black 510gsm

3,2m x 50m

Solvent PP Banner Matt

1,270m x 30m

B/Black 510gsm

1,6m x 50m

Solvent Backlit 200 Gloss

1,270m x 30m

B/Black 510gsm

1,37m x 50m

Solvent Backlit 200 Matt

1,270m x 30m

B/Back 440gsm

1,37m x 50m

Layflat Double Sided
Blockout Banner
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(Indoor)

Pigmented

UV Digital

Latex

Papers

A range of top quality, highly versatile poster and photo papers with outstanding printability,
suitable for indoor and outdoor applications, including photorealistic posters and prints,
lightbox displays, bus shelters, scrolling displays, and both indoor and outdoor signage.

Eco Solvent

Product list

Solvent

Digital Wide Format Papers

Size

Mediaware 190gsm

432mm x 30m

Mediaware 190gsm

610mm x 30m

Mediaware 190gsm

914mm x 30m

Mediaware 190gsm

1118mm x 30m

Bond Paper 80gsm

594mm x 50m

Bond Paper 80gsm

610mm x 50m

Bond Paper 80gsm

841mm x 50m

Bond Paper 80gsm

914mm x 50m

Hi Fi C/Matt 100gsm

432mm x 45m

Hi Fi C/Matt 100gsm

610mm x 45m

Hi Fi C/Matt 100gsm

914mm x 45m

Hi Fi C/Matt 100gsm

1067mm x 45m

Hi Fi C/Matt 120gsm

610mm x 30m

Hi Fi C/Matt 120gsm

914mm x 30m

Hi Fi C/Matt 140gsm

610mm x 30m

Solvent Colour Pro Satin 135gsm

1270mm x 30m

Solvent Colour Pro Satin 135gsm

1520mm x 30m

Visualjet Satin 200gsm

1370mm x 50m

Visualjet Satin 200gsm

1600mm x 50m

Solvent Colour Pro High Gloss 220gsm

1270mm x 30m

Solvent Colour Pro Gloss 220gsm

1520mm x 30m

Rocket Gloss 190gsm

610mm x 30m

Rocket Gloss 190gsm

914mm x 30m

Rocket Gloss 190gsm

1118mm x 30m

Rocket Satin 190gsm

610mm x 30m

Rocket Satin 190gsm

914mm x 30m

Rocket Satin 190gsm

1118mm x 30m

YUPOTako®
A new temptation for the creative appetite
Tako means octopus in Japanese. The new YUPOTako® sticks to flat surfaces just like an octopus, because of its micro-suction structure. It uses no adhesive
and therefore leaves no stickiness on the label.

YUPOTako® sticks to flat surfaces and can be removed as
many times as you want. It is neither a self-adhesive label
nor a static film. There is no adhesive or glue involved,
so there is no stickiness or glue residue remaining on
applied surfaces after use. In addition, it is easy to
use and bubble-free. The word Tako means octopus in
Japanese. This product is aptly named because of its
patented micro-suction structure on the back which
resembles the tentacles of an octopus. It is not made
of PVC and is therefore environmentally friendly and its
base materials are 100% recyclable.
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YUPOTako® sticks to flat surfaces and is easily removed. It leaves
no residual glue or stickiness, is easy to use and bubble-free
Products

Applications

Grade

Thickness
(microns)

Grammage
(g/m2)

Brightness
(%)

Opacity (%)

Remarks

• Point-of-purchase (POP) displays for electrical appliances
such as refrigerators and computers.

WKF 340

320

203

93

97

Offset printing

• In-store posters.

WKU 310

310

190

96,3

94,6

Silkscreen &
UV digital

• Fast-food outlet campaigns.

XAD 1053

210

156

96,2

95

Eco solvent

• Advertisements on vending machines.

• Laminated floor banners for supermarkets.
• Kids’ games.

Grade

Sizes

WKF 340

Sheets: 1000mm x 700mm
640mm x 450mm
640mm x 900mm

YUPO XXL
Leave an eye-catching impression with large format YUPO®

WKJ 250

Reels: 1270mm x 20m

With headquarters based in Japan and production facilities in Japan and in the United States, YUPO®
has been offering high quality synthetic papers for more than 30 years. As a highly regarded global
market leader, YUPO® is constantly introducing new innovative products in line with the latest market
trends and requirements.

YUPO® is your ideal partner for the large format printing market.

Available Sizes
Grade

Size

Packaging

WKPS 340 - Offset

640mm x 900mm		
640mm x 450mm
1020mm x 720mm

100 sheets per ream

460mm x 320mm

250 sheets per ream

XAD 1058 - HP Indigo
Reel Sizes
Grade

Packaging

XAD 1099 UV Inkjet / Screen

1270mm x 20m

XAD 1071 Eco-solvent Inkjet

1270mm x 20m

Available in 300m rolls on request.
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Solvent
YUPO® WF 130 combines the durability and water resistant strength of YUPO® synthetic paper
with a smooth coating developed for high quality printability when using solvent and eco-solvent
inkjet inks. The semi-glossy surface gives a brilliant image, and the water resistance is excellent for
outdoor use and ensures a longlasting image.

YUPOJelly®
A clear product that sticks
to flat surfaces without
adhesive
Following the success of YUPOTako® and a demand for more innovative
products from YUPO Europe, the company has now launched YUPOJelly®.
While YUPOJelly® uses a different technology and base material and
therefore has a different name, it has the same properties of being easy
to handle and sticking to flat surfaces without adhesive. Its base material
is a crystal clear film and its surface is developed for UV silk screen
and UV digital printing. YUPOJelly® also has a clear transparent micro
structure on the reverse that sticks to any flat surface without adhesive or
bonding agent. Stickers made with YUPOJelly® are easy to apply and easy
to remove. This product is not made of PVC, is environmentally friendly
and 100% recyclable.
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YUPOJelly® clearly the best choice
Characteristics of YUPOJelly®

YUPOJelly® Printing and Usage Instructions

• No special handling or application required.

The YUPOJelly® product surface is designed for UV silkscreen and UV digital printing
only.

• Easy to stick and easy to remove.
• Leaves no glue residue or stickiness on the surface when removed.
• Sticks to flat surfaces and can be re-used as many times as you want.
• Environmentally friendly and 100% recyclable.

• For silkscreen printing, use compatible inks.
• YUPOJelly® will print very well with all existing UV digital machines on the market.
• It is possible to print with opaque white. Double pass opaque will give better results
when double-sided image is used.

Products
Grade

Thickness
(microns)

Basic Weight
(g/m2)

Print Method

XAD 1062

120

220

Silkscreen,
UV digital & UV offset

• Acclimatise the product before printing.
• Before printing, always handle YUPOJelly® with gloves to avoid marks during printing.
• Not suitable for sticking onto 3D objects.
• Not recommended for outdoor usage.

Available Sizes
Offset UV

1020mm x 720mm

• Not suitable for using as an outdoor window sticker for cars, as the sticker may fall off
in the wind.

Silkscreen / UV Digital

1270mm x 20m

• Clean the mounting surface before applying YUPOJelly®.

Applications
• Indoor window decoration applied in-store.
• Promotional material for application onto flat surfaces.
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YUPOStatic®
Add static power to your
creative appetite
YUPOStatic® is composed of two sheets of YUPO® synthetic paper,
which is electrostatically charged. This grade offers you 2 products in
1: Both sides are printable and there is no liner. YUPOStatic® is perfect
for short term usage with maximum brand exposure. It will adhere to
almost any flat surface without adhesive and will not leave any residue.
It does not matter if you need a personalised copy or a large print run,
YUPOStatic® can be printed by different printing methods.
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YUPOStatic® sticks without adhesive!
Characteristics of YUPOStatic®

YUPOStatic® grades available

• Both sides can be used - no liner

Grade

Thickness
(g)

Basis Weight
(g/m2)

Print Method

• 2 products in 1:
WES 135 = one side white, one side transparent
WESA165 = both sides white.

Recommended
Ink Type

WES 135

135

116

UV offset
UV digital

UV Foil Ink

• No special handling is necessary.

WESA 165

165

142

UV offset
HP indigo

UV Foil Ink

• Easy to apply and easy to remove.
• Sticks to many different surfaces.
Smoother surfaces will guarantee better and longer adhesion.
• Not using PVC
YUPO® is environmentally friendly and 100% recyclable.

YUPOStatic® sizes available (sheets)
Grade

Size

Packaging

WES 135

1000mm x 700mm

250 sheets / ream

WESA 165

1000mm x 700mm
460mm x 320mm

250 sheets / ream

YUPOStatic® Usage Instructions
• Maximum size of application: 1m2.
• YUPOStatic® will stick for approximately 1 month minimum. It can stick longer
depending on how smooth and clean the surface is.
• YUPOStatic®’s adhesion is best on smooth surfaces such as glass, metal, dry wall
and plastic sheets, but it can also be applied on rough surfaces.
• YUPOStatic® should only be applied once. Removal or repositioning will reduce the
electrostatic charge. To reload the static charge, please rub the front side of the
material with a synthetic cloth.
• YUPOStatic® is designed for indoor usage. Wind and movement near YUPOStatic®
can remove the product.
Applications
• POS
• Posters
• Temporary advertisements
• Advertisements on electronics
• Guerilla marketing
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YUPOStatic® sizes available (sheets)
Grade

Size

WES 135

1067mm x 30m

Hahnemühle traditional FineArt
papers, the art of expression
Hahnemühle FineArt is the global market leader for digital fine art papers. We
develop our prize-winning inkjet papers in close cooperation with renowned printer
manufacturers. These papers are global market leaders due to their unique properties
that we are continuously improving in cooperation with artists and engineers. With our
Digital FineArt Collection for artistic high quality inkjet images we are the driving force
behind the further development of this printing technology. In 2005 our Digital FineArt
Collection won the TIPA award as ‘Best Fine Art Photo Paper in Europe’.

We are also your competent partner in the industrial speciality paper sector. For years
well-known industrial customers have set great store by our experience, flexibility and
reliability. We offer you premium solutions for your individual needs, because we combine
future-orientated technology with comprehensive service and first-class expertise.
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Hahnemühle digital FineArt papers
Matt FineArt (smooth and textured)

Glossy FineArt

Others

photo rag®
188 gsm, 100% cotton, white
photo rag® duo
276 gsm, 100% cotton, white, printable on both sides
bamboo
290 gsm, 90% bamboo fibre, 10% cotton, natural white
photo rag® ultra smooth
305 gsm, 100% cotton, white
photo rag®
308 gsm, 100% cotton, white
photo rag® bright white
310 gsm, 100% cotton, bright white
photo rag®
500 gsm, 100% cotton, white
william turner
190 gsm, 100% cotton, white
albrecht dürer
210 gsm, 50% cotton, white
torchon
285 gsm, 100% a-cellulose, bright white
sugar cane
300 gsm, 75% bagasse fibre, 25% cotton, natural white
german etching
310 gsm, 100% a-cellulose, white
william turner
310 gsm, 100% cotton, white
museum etching
350 gsm, 100% cotton, natural white

fineart pearl
285 gsm, 100% a-cellulose, bright white, pearl-finish
photo rag® baryta
315 gsm, 100% cotton, white, high-gloss
photo rag® pearl
320 gsm, 100% cotton, natural white, pearl-finish
fineart baryta
325 gsm, 100% a-cellulose, bright white, high-gloss
baryta fb
350 gsm, 100% a-cellulose, bright white, high-gloss

leather photo album
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20 sheets photo rag® duo + 22 sheets interleaf paper
refill pack set-offer
2x 20 sheets photo rag® duo + 2x22 sheets
interleaf paper, 4 extension screws
hahnemühle protective spray
certificate of authenticity
25 sheets din A4 + 50 holograms
dfa - sample pack
sample packs of selected dfa-collection media
dfa - printed sample book

Canvas FineArt
canvas artist
340 gsm, poly-cotton, natural white
goya canvas
340 gsm, poly-cotton, natural white, satin-finish
leonardo canvas
390 gsm, poly-cotton, white, high-gloss
daguerre canvas
400 gsm, poly-cotton, bright white
monet canvas
410 gsm, 100% cotton, white

sample book including printed dfa media
dfa - media sampler
dfa - display

gallerie wraps
gallerie wrap pro - corner set

set of 4 positioning corners with holding pins and glue
gallerie wrap pro - bars
8 bars (bar depth 1,77 inch; 4,50cm) with 8 corner braces
gallerie wrap pro - centre bars
set of 4 centre bars
gallerie wrap pro - extender
8 bars with holding pins
gallerie wrap standard corner set
set of 4 positioning corners with holding pins and glue
gallerie wrap standard bars
2 bars (bar depth 1,14 inch, 2,90cm) with 2 corner
braces, price per pair, packaging unit: 6 pairs/box

Natura - innovative
cutting-edge digital print media
Natura® digital print media is a product of Natura Media Inc., which has
since 2002 been developing innovative media and advanced products at
a competitive price. Natura Media Inc. is a leading manufacturer of digital
printing media in South Korea, and their wide range of products have been
tested and verified globally. Their products are manufactured in accordance
with the KCTI (Korea Coating Technology Institute) quality standards, using
advanced technology for nano coating of digital print media. Natura Media Inc.
is ISO 14001 and ISO 9001 certified.
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Natura, cutting-edge digital print media
Natura indoor inkjet products

Natura indoor inkjet products

Solvent-based media

Water-based media (aqua based)

Classification

Prod code

Product

Product

Classification

Prod code

Product

water based

AE100

eco-sol artist paper glossy 230

backlit

AE110

eco-sol artist paper matte 230

ES680
SO400

eco-sol backlit glossy
eco-sol block out banner matte 340

BF300
BF600
BF700

backlit front dye 195
backlit front matte wr 215
m/p backlit front glossy 215backlit

banner

SO800
SO900

eco-sol clear polyester film
eco-sol canvas

SO650

solvent backlit 200 glossy

SO600

solvent backlit 200 matte

SO420

solvent block out banner matte 250

SO400
SO470
SO480
SO500

solvent block out banner matte 340
solvent roll up banner glossy
solvent roll up banner matte
solvent pp banner glossy

BA100
BA130
BA140
BA300
BA400
BA200
PMB700
PH900
MBC300
MBC400

block out banner 250
block out banner 350
m/p block out banner glossy
m/p roll up banner
roll up banner matte
polyester banner matte
pp matte paper 160
pp banner matte 205
easy banner matte
m/p easy banner

PH100
PH200
PH800
PH720
FA300
CA100
BA150
BA700HD
BA800HD
BA900HD
CG100
CG200
CG300
SE510
SE520

premium glossy photo paper 250
premium semi-glossy photo paper 250
premium matte photo paper 250
m/p premium semi matte photo paper 190
artist rag
artist canvas dye
block out banner 450
scrim vinyl hd 10 oz
scrim vinyl hd 10 oz premium banner
scrim vinyl hd 13 oz b/o premium banner
inkjet matte film 95
inkjet matte film 120
pigment matte film 100
m/p clear adhesive PVC glossy
m/p grey adhesive PVC glossy

photo paper

SO510

solvent pp banner matte

SO300
SO320

solvent easy banner glossy
solvent easy banner matte

SO100

solvent glossy photo paper 255

SO200

solvent satin photo paper 255

FA100
PH300
PH400
PH500
PH600
PH700
PH710
PMB600

m/p artist paper glossy 230
m/p premium glossy photo paper 265
m/p premium satin photo paper 265
m/p premium glossy photo paper 240
m/p premium satin photo paper 240
m/p premium glossy photo paper 190
m/p premium satin photo paper 190
m/p photo pp glossy 205

film

SO810

solvent clear adhesive clear polyester film

canvas

uv-curable based

USE100

uv block out banner matte 210

TEU210

uv easy banner kl

CA200
CA300
CMB600

artist matte canvas
artist m/p glossy canvas
ace-black colour separation film

TUE300

uv backlit 180

ES110

superdry eco-sol glossy photo paper 273

cad media

BMC500

clear polyester film (ohp)

ES150
ES200
SO110
SO220

superdry eco-sol glossy photo paper 196
superdry eco-sol satin photo paper 273
solvent glossy photo paper 235
solvent satin photo paper 235

self-adhesive
materials

SO250

solvent semi matte photo paper 255

SO550
SO560

eco-sol grey adhesive glossy PVC
eco-sol grey adhesive matte PVC

SE300
SE400
SE310
SE320
SE500
SE600
SMC800
SMC900

clear adhesive pp matte
grey adhesive pp matte
m/p clear adhesive pp glossy
m/p grey adhesive pp glossy
clear adhesive PVC vinyl matte
grey adhesive PVC vinyl matte
clear adhesive clear polyester film dye
clear adhesive m/p clear polyester film

Classification
eco-solvent

backlit
banner

photo paper

solvent based
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Prod code

colour
separation film

On demand production

FOREX®classic, print and smart, perfect for
digital and screen printing
Achieve perfect printing results with the popular FOREX classic lightweight rigid foam plastic sheet for internal
and external displays and signage. In addition, FOREX print, a rigid lightweight foam plastic white sheet with a UV
resistant surface for digital and screen printing, used for signage and photo mounting. FOREX smart lightweight,
all plastic sheet material with a polystyrene core for interior and exterior signage, event marketing and product
presentations. These boards are flame retardant, anti-fungal and SABS approved.
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FOREX®classic, print and smart, perfect for digital
and screen printing for interior and exterior signage
FOREX®classic is a lightweight rigid foam plastic sheet with a particularly fine and homogenous cell
structure and high quality silky matt surface.
FOREX®classic offers a wide range of excellent properties, making it the first choice for many display applications.
•
•
•
•
•

High stability despite minimal weight
Excellent print substrate
Fire rated to DIN 4102 class B1; BS 476/Part 7 Class 1 (3-19mm)
Broad range of processing possibilities, including thermo-forming for 3D structures and displays
Suitable for internal and external applications

FOREX®classic is widely used in signage, exhibitions, interior design, POS / POP advertising and displays,
modelmaking, shopfitting and printing. It is also suitable for architectural applications.

FOREX®print is a rigid lightweight foam plastic sheet with bright white surfaces optimised for digital printing.
With bright white, blemish-free, UV resistant surfaces optimised for digital printing, FOREX®print is the
perfect solution for high quality, durable printed images - inside or outside.
•
•
•

Excellent print substrate
Suitable for internal and external applications
Fire rated to DIN 4102, B2 and to BS 476, part 7 class 1

FOREX®print is the optimum substrate for high quality digital and screen printing, signage and photo
mounting. It is recommended for flat applications only.

FOREX®smart is a lightweight, all-plastic sheet material with a core of expanded polystyrene and surfaces of UV
resistant solid polystyrene. This construction makes FOREX®smart the world’s first foamboard that can be used
in external applications for up to two years. For interior applications, FOREX®smart provides a foam board which
can be wiped clean.
FOREX®smart offers a unique combination of properties:
•
•
•
•

High stability with very low weight
Very good resistance to weathering - with high UV stability and humidity resistance
Excellent substrate for direct digital print, offering vibrant colours, even in exterior applications
Excellent recyclability

FOREX®smart is ideal for lamination and other finishing techniques and can be used for internal and
external signage, event marketing and product presentations. FOREX®smart is not suitable for cold bending,
thermoforming or stamping.
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FOAMALITE x-press
the dependable solution for
excellent performance
FOAMALITE x-press is a lightweight and easy to use PVC foam sheet. Its white,
smooth and uniform surfaces make it the material of choice for outstanding
printing results. Thanks to its degree of whiteness, FOAMALITE x-press
ensures a very high colour fidelity. FOAMALITE x-press sheets feature blemishfree surfaces with a consistently regular roughness that have been specifically
designed for impeccable adhesion of UV curing inks.
Thanks to the good dimensional stability, FOAMALITE x-press is suited for flat
applications. It is supplied as standard with polyethylene masking film on one
side. The masking film removes cleanly, revealing a smooth surface finish with
no glue residues.
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Product range
Colour: White
Thickness (mm)

2

3

Standard Formats (WxL)
1220 x 2440mm
1220 x 3050mm
1560 x 3050mm
2050 x 3050mm

Key features
• Smooth white surface for excellent printing results
• ‘Ready-to-use’
• Optimal ink adhesion and colour fastness
• Good dimensional accuracy of the sheets
• Suitable for flat applications
• Difficult-to-ignite according to EN 13501-1
• Wide range of sheet sizes and thicknesses, special formats available on request
• Protective PE film on one side as standard
• Protective PE film on both sides on request
Applications
• Digitally and screen printed panels
• Short- and mid-term advertising campaigns
• Signage
• Ideal lamination substrate
• Flat applications
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4

5

6

8

10

X-Board Print
Is a natural fibre based board consisting of a 100% recycled kraft core
sandwiched between white, repulpable liners. Its high-crush strength paper
core is manufactured from post-consumer recycled paper and sugar cane
waste. Due to its kraft content, X-Board is best disposed of in paper-recycling
bins after use.
Printing techniques
X-Board is printable on both sides and both sides show the same visual surface properties as well as print performance. Excellent printability, i.e. solvent, screen and UV digital.
Environmental information

The Xanita Wall at the CTICC Design Indaba 2013

• All components are classified as non-hazardous according to the
EEC HAZARD CLASSIFICATION.
• All components are not considered as chemical or biological hazards.
• No volatile carcinogenic decomposition.
• VOC (volatile organic compound) none to negligible - none less than 5 ppm
(parts per million).
• All components have supplier certification of repulpability.
• X-Board Print is classified as fully repulpable in normal paper and pulping lines.
• Certified as repulpable.
• Honeycomb core consists of 97% post-consumer fibre waste.

Showcasing the water resistant
qualities of X-Board
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X-Board Print

Available sizes

X-Board Print is a natural fibre based board consisting of a recycled kraft core sandwiched between
printable white liners. The high crush strength paper core is manufactured from post-consumer
recycled paper and sugar cane waste. This offers designers and board convertors a more ecofriendly VOC-free alternative to MDF, particle board and foamed-core boards. X-Board Print is fully
repulpable and recyclable.

Thicknesses

Dimensions

6mm
10mm
16mm
Other thicknesses available on request.

1220mm x 1830mm
1220mm x 2440mm
1220mm x 3050mm
Special lengths available depending on
quantity ordered, up to 3600mm.

Available sizes
Thicknesses

Dimensions

6mm
10mm
16mm
Other thicknesses available on request.

1220mm x 1830mm
1220mm x 2440mm
1220mm x 2900mm
1220mm x 3050mm
Special lengths available depending on
quantity ordered, up to 3600mm.

Applications
X-Board Print has been optimised for UV screen and inkjet printing. It is ideal for creating:
• point of sale displays
• in-store furnishings
• and exhibition stands
that are lightweight yet load bearing, easily flat packed for storage and simple to update
according to seasonal trends - ultimately saving on time and cost.
It can be
Printed; folded; upholstered; curved; laminated; shape cut; photo-mounted; painted;
fastened with Velcro, magnetic strips or hot-melt adhesive; pressed with decorative foils;
and mitre cut.
X-Board Lite
X-Board Lite is an eco-friendly and cost-effective open-cell honeycomb board, ideal for flat-panel
applications. Manufactured with an expanded honeycomb core (EHC), pressed between a direct UV
inkjet print receptive laminate. X-Board Lite is a lower cost alternative to corrugated honeycomb
core (CHC), medium-density fibre board (MDF) and other flat panel applications. X-Board Lite is
fully repulpable and recyclable. X-Board Print is fully repulpable and recyclable.
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Applications
X-Board Lite has been optimised for UV screen and inkjet printing.
It can be
Printed; upholstered; laminated; shape cut; painted; fastened with Velcro,
magnetic strips or hot-melt adhesive; and pressed with decorative foils.
X-Board Kraft
X-Board Kraft is a lightweight and highly versatile kraft based board with excellent stability and flat
panel properties for internal applications. It has an exceptional strength-to-weight ratio and is ideal
for structural packaging. X-Board Kraft is fully repulpable and recyclable.
Available sizes
Thicknesses

Dimensions

10mm
16mm
Other thicknesses available on request.

1220mm x 1830mm
1220mm x 2440mm
1220mm x 3050mm
Special lengths available depending on
quantity ordered, up to 3600mm.

Applications
X-Board Kraft can be laminated by hand or in production runs with roller laminators.
The basic kraft liner also provides a more economical option than our X-Board Print range. The
natural kraft surface provides an authentic eco-chic look for a display that is both stylish and
eco-friendly.

Kappa Solidboard Displayline®
Versatile indoor and outdoor board
Kappa Solidboard Displayline® has been specially developed for the manufacture of indoor and outdoor promotional displays.
Kappa Solidboard Displayline® board is smooth, stiff, sturdy and widely known for its quality finish and outstanding performance. It gives top-quality screen, offset
and digital printing results and is also highly suitable for die-cutting, scoring and creasing. For outdoor use, this ‘All Weather Display Board’ will withstand all weather
conditions. Displayline® products are supplied in specified calliper sizes, with larger sizes available on request.
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Choose from our versatile indoor and outdoor board specifications
for top-quality screen, offset and digital printing results
Characteristics of Displayline®

Product range

• Excellent printing results

Specifications

• Versatile indoor and outdoor board

1.50mm

screen / screen

• Smooth, stiff and sturdy

2.00mm

screen / screen

• Superb flatness

0.90mm

print / print

1.25mm

print / print

2.00mm

print / print

1.10mm

MC / MC (s)

1.25mm		

white pe / white pe (s)

Thickness (microns)

Basic weight (g/m2)

Sizes

• Point-of-sale displays

1000

775

2300mm x 1600mm

• Promotional displays

1500

1150

2300mm x 1600mm

• Outdoor event promotion

2000

1375

2300mm x 1600mm

• Top-quality screen, offset and digital printing results
• Dust-free
• Suitable for outdoor use
• Highly suitable for die-cutting, scoring and creasing
• FSC certified
Typical Applications of Displayline®

Other sizes / thicknesses available on request.
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Textiles for
innovative applications
A.Berger, situated in Germany, produces an innovative, high quality range of
products, from UV-resistant digital printing textiles in knitted and woven fabrics,
to stage and events textiles in diverse colours and fabrics, as well as coated
and uncoated artist canvas.
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A.Berger textiles in knitted and woven fabrics
for innovative display applications
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17 Roper Street
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